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Login Page 

When you first access ClipIt you will be presented with the welcome page (below). Here you will be able 
to register a new account, or login with your existing one. 
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To sign up (above) you need to fill in a simple form with your full name, your email, a login username, and 

a password. Remember your username and password to log in (below). 
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Dashboard and Exploring 

The first page you will see when you log in is the dashboard (below). This page shows the most relevant 
events and status on your activities at a glance. On the left column there’s an event timeline, with 
developments relevant to you in reverse chronological order. The centre contains a pending tasks widget, 
progress bars for your groups, and a metrics chart with information about individual and group effort. On 
the right you will find relevant material in the form of recommended videos, and interesting Stumbling 
Blocks. 

 

The top main panel will show along all of ClipIt, showing shortcuts to “Explore”, “My activities”, 

“Messaging” (envelope icon), “Profile” (avatar) and “Logout” (exit icon). 
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Explore 

Clicking the “Explore” button will open the video exploring page (below). Published videos can be browsed 

by scope. Scope corresponds to where the material is published, which can be either the site (public) or 

an activity (visible only to students taking part in the activity); this filter is selected using the scope names 

on the right panel. Videos can also be browsed by Stumbling Block tags or search terms, using the right 

panel filters. 

 

Clicking on any video will open its viewing page (below), where any user is able to comment into the video 

conversation underneath, or give feedback to content authors. Videos have linked Stumbling Blocks added 

by the authors, which are read-only towards viewers. There is also a free tagging functionality called 

“Labels” available for any user to add free key-words to videos. These labels can be used to search for and 

relate content. 
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My Activities 

From the main panel, clicking on “My activities” will show a drop-down with activities you are enrolled in 

(below). 

 

If you click on “View all”, you will open a detailed view of all activities (below), including information like 

start and end dates, their linked Tricky Topic, groups and students taking part, and managing teachers. 

 

Clicking on any activity name will open its home page, described next. 
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Activity Home 

The activity home is shown when opening any activity (below). This page shows all the information 

regarding the activity: name, description, start and end dates, Tricky Topic (and Stumbling Blocks) to work 

on, and contained tasks. 

On the right sidebar there are four parts (from top to bottom): overall status, activity pages, group tools 

and teachers list. The first part (overall status) briefly displays the name and progress bar of the group 

you’re working in and your list of pending tasks. 
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Sidebar Activity Sections 

The second part of the activity sidebar contains the activity sections, with links to the activity home 

(above), teacher resources, activity groups, tasks, activity discussion and activity publications. 

Teacher Resources 

The teacher resources section (below) contains files, videos and storyboards uploaded by teachers, which 

serve as help material during the realisation of the activity tasks. They should be carefully reviewed and 

used in order to understand the topics to explain in the final video. 
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Activity Groups 

The groups section (below) displays the part-taking groups of the activity, with the contained members. 

You can use this list to know more about your peers by clicking their name and viewing their profile, or 

clicking on the envelope on their left to message them. 
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Activity Tasks 

The tasks view (below) lists the activity tasks, with their start and end date on the left, the completion 

status below their names, and the status on the right (a square “stop” sign means the task is not active, 

while a triangular “play” means the task is active). 

 

There are 5 different task types: 

 Review teacher resources: the teacher will select some of the teacher resources, and you will have to 

download or view them online to complete the task. 

 Create storyboard: you need to create a storyboard, and publish it into the task (details on how to do 

so further on). One storyboard must be published per group. 

o Storyboard feedback: you must give feedback on all of the storyboards from the linked 

“Storyboard publish” task. Feedback will be given using scaffolded rating and commenting 

(details on how to do so further on). 

 Create video: you need to create a video, and publish it into the task (details on how to do so further 

on). One video must be published per group. 

o Video feedback: you must give feedback on all of the videos from the linked “Video publish” 

task. Feedback will be given using scaffolded rating and commenting (details on how to do so 

further on). 

 Take quiz: The task will contain a quiz which you must take to complete the task. 

 Other: This task will have a description of what to do, as specified by the teacher. 

Clicking on a task name will open the task page in which, depending on the task type, different elements 

will appear. 
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“Create” type tasks 
In the case of “create” type tasks, you will need to create either a storyboard or a video, and publish it 

into the task. In the example “Video publish” task seen below, a student is presented with a list of videos 

contained in her group’s repository (see how to upload videos to your group’s repository further on). She 

has several to choose from, and next to each there is a button to select one towards the task. 

 

Clicking on “Select…” opens the video details, for a last review before finally selecting it for the task 

(below). 
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“Feedback” type tasks 
In the case of “feedback” type tasks, you will be asked to give feedback on either storyboards or videos 

from a linked “create” type task. In the example below, the student needed to give feedback her peer 

group’s videos. 

 

Clicking on a video opens the video viewing page (below), where underneath is the feedback form. 

 

Students have to fill in this form including their overall assessment, feedback on how whel Stumbling 

Blocks have been covered, and the ratings for the performance items included. 
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“Take Quiz” type tasks 
This type of tasks consist in answering the quiz shown inside the task (below). You will see the quiz name 

and description, and the time you have to take it at the top of the page, and below it you’ll be presented 

with the quiz questions. You can move forward and backward across the quiz until you are satisfied with 

your answers during the time you have to do it. 

 

Once the quiz task is over, revisiting the task will show up the quiz results by question, and by Stumbling 
Block (below). 
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Activity Discussion 

The activity discussion section (below) contains activity-wide discussions to talk amongst peers from all 

groups. They are only accessible to your students taking part in the activity, and teachers may also 

intervene to help you out. You can either create new discussion topics, or reply to existing ones. 
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Activity Publications 

The publications section (below) displays all videos and storyboards which groups have published towards 

“create” type tasks. They are visible to all activity part-taking students so they can view and comment on 

them. Students can comment on published material whether or not they have been assigned “feedback” 

type tasks. Feedback received from their own material should be used in order to correct mistakes, and 

make a better final version. 
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Sidebar Group Sections 

Following down from the activity sections (previous screens) are the “Group tools”. These are accessed 

also from the right sidebar of the activity home, or any other activity page (below). 

 

Group tools include: group home, group discussion and group repository. 
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Group Home 

The first section is the group home (below) which shows information about the overall group progress, 

the group members, and the actions timeline. This gives a quick summary of the group status. 
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Group Discussion 

The next section is the group discussion, equal to the activity discussion except for its privacy scope: the 

group discussions are only visible to group members, and activity teachers. They are meant for internal 

discussion about how to create the requested storyboards and videos. 
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Group Repository 

Finally, the repository section is the main vault for uploading material (below), both incomplete and 

complete. Group members can share files, videos and storyboards in this section by uploading them from 

their own computer. 

 

Uploaded material can be later selected towards “create” type tasks, as was described before. 
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Messaging 

Messaging is a direct way of communication between peers, and with teachers. The messaging icon on 

the top panel (below) displays an unread count in case of unread messages in the inbox. Clicking on it 

drops down a quick inbox view, from which we can directly access messages, compose new ones, or access 

the inbox. 

 

The message composing popup form (below) allows to input recipients, and the message body. 
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Opening the inbox (below) shows the full list of received messages, and allows to manage them (reply or 

delete). 

 


